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ABSTRACT: Flow within the interfacial layer of gravel-bed rivers is poorly understood, but this zone is important because the
hydraulics here transport sediment, generate flow structures and interact with benthic organisms. We hypothesized that different
gravel-bed microtopographies generate measurable differences in hydraulic characteristics within the interfacial layer. This was
tested using a high density of spatially and vertically distributed, velocity time series measured in the interfacial layers above three
surfaces of contrasting microtopography. These surfaces had natural water-worked textures, captured in the field using a casting
procedure. Analysis was repeated for three discharges, with Reynolds numbers between 165000 and 287000, to evaluate whether
discharge affected the impact of microtopography on interfacial flows. Relative submergence varied over a small range (3.5 to 8.1)
characteristic of upland gravel-bed rivers. Between-surface differences in the median and variance of several time-averaged and
turbulent flow parameters were tested using non-parametric statistics. Across all discharges, microtopographic differences did not
affect spatially averaged (median) values of streamwise velocity, but were associated with significant differences in its spatial
variance, and did affect spatially averaged (median) turbulent kinetic energy. Sweep and ejection events dominated the interfacial
region above all surfaces at all flows, but there was a microtopographic effect, with Q2 and Q4 events less dominant and structures
less persistent above the surface with the widest relief distribution, especially at the highest Reynolds number flow. Results are
broadly consistent with earlier work, although this analysis is unique because of the focus on interfacial hydraulics, spatially
averaged ‘patch scale’ metrics and a statistical approach to data analysis. An important implication is that observable differences in
microtopography do not necessarily produce differences in interfacial hydraulics. An important observation is that appropriate roughness
parameterizations for gravel-bed rivers remain elusive, partly because the relative contributions to flow resistance of different aspects of bed
microtopography are poorly constrained. © 2014 The Authors. Earth Surface Processes and Landforms Published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
KEYWORDS: interfacial layer; gravel-bed roughness; quadrant analysis; coherent flow structure; near-bed hydraulics; sediment patch

Introduction
In gravel-bed rivers there is a near-bed region where spatial and
temporal hydraulic variations are dominated by the local
interaction of the flow with heterogeneous grain roughness;
that is, with the grain-scale bed microtopography. This region
extends from slightly above the grain tops to the base of the
grain troughs and has been referred to as the inner region by
Nowell and Church (1979), the inner zone by Kirkbride
(1993) and the roughness layer by Nikora et al. (2001, 2004).
The distinguishing characteristic of this region is that flows are
directly affected by the contingent configuration of the boundary grains, whereas the logarithmic flow region above it reflects
only the macroscopic effects of that roughness integrated
across time and space (Ferreira et al., 2010). Specifically, and
adopting Nikora et al.’s (2001) nomenclature (their Figure 2,
p. 125), the roughness layer has two components: the interfacial sublayer between the roughness troughs and tops where
form drag operates; and the form-induced sublayer that lies just

above the roughness tops where flow separation off bedparticle crests dominates the generation of stresses.
Knowledge of flow characteristics within the interfacial layer
of gravel-bed rivers, and the roughness layer in general, is
limited compared with understanding of velocity and turbulence structure in the main body of the flow, probably because
of the relative difficulty of making detailed measurements close
to the bed. Interfacial hydraulics are poorly understood both
within deep flows over relatively fine gravel beds and for
relatively shallow flows over coarse beds (Nikora et al., 2001;
Sarkar and Dey, 2010). This is despite a general expectation
that the hydraulic forces in this region, including turbulent
structures, are important for the dynamics of sediment transport
and the formation of bed forms (Cleaver and Yates, 1976; Drake
et al., 1988; Nelson et al., 1995; Nino and Garcia, 1996;
Schmeeckle et al., 2007; Paiement-Paradis et al., 2011;
Cooper, 2012), it is in this region where skin friction and form
drag contribute to the momentum balance and it is here that
the turbulence structures of the boundary layer are generated
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(Kirkbride, 1993; Robert, 1993; Papanicolaou et al., 2001;
Hardy et al., 2009; Marquis and Roy, 2011). This is also the
region of the flow where benthic species live, so that nearboundary hydraulics is an important element of the physical
habitat template in gravel-bed rivers (Nowell and Jumars, 1984;
Davis and Barmuta, 1989; Lancaster, 1999; Jowett, 2003; Rice
et al., 2008). Grain sorting at a variety of scales produces
spatially patchy bed surface textures, so that sub-width to widthscale microtopographic variability is a fundamental feature of
gravel-bed rivers. Appreciating the interactions between sediment
patches and near-bed flows is important for a host of gravel- bed
river processes and phenomena including sediment sorting and
bed load transport (Bluck, 1987; Clifford et al., 1993; Garcia
et al., 2007), lotic habitat distribution (Crowder and Diplas, 2000;
Brooks et al., 2005; Tritico and Hotchkiss, 2005; Oldmeadow
et al., 2010), structure of the flow (Clifford et al., 1992; Robert
et al., 1992; Lawless and Robert, 2001a) and the generation of
coherent flow structures (Hardy et al., 2010; Casas et al., 2010).
This paper considers flow characteristics within the interfacial layer above water-worked gravel beds and evaluates the
impact of contrasting patch-scale bed microtopography on
the spatial distribution (average response and spatial variability)
of hydraulic properties throughout the interfacial layer volume.

Background and Aims
Numerous field studies have captured information about interactions between surface roughness and roughness layer hydraulics
in wadeable gravel-bed rivers where relative submergence is low.
This work has focused on characterizing time-averaged properties and turbulent structures associated with isolated roughness
elements like pebble clusters (Buffin-Belanger and Roy, 1998;
Tritico and Hotchkiss, 2005; Lacey and Roy, 2007; Strom and
Papanicolaou, 2007), on the impact of relatively homogeneous
roughness on turbulent properties (Papanicolaou et al., 2001;
Franca et al., 2008), or on understanding the scales of turbulence
and their association with particular roughness features (Clifford,
1996; Roy et al., 2004; Lacey and Roy, 2008; Marquis and Roy,
2011). Most of this field work and relevant flume studies (Nowell
and Church, 1979; Lawless and Robert, 2001b; Canavaro et al.,
2007; Strom et al., 2007) necessarily employed a relatively small
number of closely located vertical profile measurements to accumulate information about the flow field.
Recently, the application of particle imaging velocimetry
(PIV) in flume experiments has permitted examination of the
near-bed velocity field in greater spatial detail, especially in
planes. Of specific interest is the work of Sambrook Smith
and Nicholas (2005) and Hardy et al. (2009, 2010) who explicitly examined the impact of systematic changes in gravel-bed
roughness on near-bed flow properties and the generation of
coherent flow structures. Both focused on vertical, streamwise
planes that included a slice of the interfacial layer. Sambrook
Smith and Nicholas (2005) simulated gravel beds using a twodimensional concrete model (no variation in cross-stream
elevation) based on a bed profile from the Allt Dubhaig,
Scotland and smoothed this roughness by filling the troughs
with increasing amounts of flooring compound. They noted
that reduced roughness was associated with an increase in
near-bed streamwise velocity, a reduction in turbulent kinetic
energy and shear stress and a decline in the incidence of high
magnitude quadrant 2 (ejection) and quadrant 4 (sweep)
events. Hardy et al. (2009, 2010) water worked a gravel bed
then added successive amounts of sand to it in order to obtain
beds of different microtopographic roughness. High resolution
vertical maps of time average flow fields, of instantaneous flow
fields, of turbulence intensity, and of quadrant and wavelet
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power spectra were produced and analysed. They found that
reduced roughness was associated with a weakening of coherent flow structures in the body of the flow (Hardy et al., 2010)
and concluded that coherent flow structures over gravels originate in bed-generated turbulence associated with a combination
of flow separation around large upstanding clasts and Kelvin–
Helmholtz instabilities generated within the wake layer (Nowell
and Church, 1979) by wake flapping (Hardy et al., 2009, 2010).
Relatively little work on the interactions between gravel
roughness and depth-limited flow hydraulics has included
spatially distributed measurements of planimetric variability,
even though the lateral and longitudinal spatial organization
of hydraulic parameters close to the bed is of particular
relevance given the patchy, heterogeneous nature of the
grain-composed boundary of gravel-bed rivers – in terms of
grain sizes, grain structuring, grain shapes and grain agglomeration. Attempts to develop rigorous and feasible means of
simulating three-dimensional flow fields using computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) have used spatially distributed flume
measurements to validate numerical outputs (Lane et al.,
2004; Hardy et al., 2007; Strom et al., 2007) and both observations and modelling have provided information about the interfacial layer, not least in the form of visualizations of numerical
output that reveal important features of the interaction between
the flow and the boundary. In the field, Lamarre and Roy (2005)
and Legleiter et al. (2007) obtained spatially-distributed
measurements in channels with low relative depth and asked
how spatial variations in velocity and turbulence characteristics
are related to the spatial distribution of roughness elements
under different flow depths. Both studies found that local
microtopography had only local impacts on flow characteristics,
which diminished as flow depth increased, and that reach-scale
flow properties were controlled, instead, by differences in flow
depth. In a comparable series of flume experiments, Cooper and Tait
(2008) used PIV to obtain high resolution spatial measurements of
time-averaged streamwise velocity in several horizontal sheets
above two water-worked gravel beds; these lay a short distance
above the highest bed elevations, within the form-induced sublayer.
They examined the spatial organization of streamwise velocity in
relation to grain-scale bed surface topography and relative submergence, and reached the same conclusion as the field studies, that
relative submergence was a much stronger control on velocity
variations above both experimental surfaces.
Nikora et al. (2004) compiled a set of data from eight laboratory
studies in which there was an emphasis on examining flow properties within the interfacial layer. The reported experiments mostly
used unnatural roughness elements (beads, cubes, triangular bars)
but also included one study that used rounded, crushed and natural gravels (Sumer et al., 2001) and one that used well-rounded,
narrowly graded gravels in a single layer (Dittrich and Koll,
1997). Subsequent additions to this body of work now include
Sarkar and Dey (2010) and Mignot et al. (2009) who examined
‘double averaged’ (DA) turbulence characteristics (e.g. Reynolds
shear stresses, quadrant analysis and turbulent kinetic energy
budget) within and above the interfacial layers of non-worked
beds of uniform rounded gravel (D50 = 25 mm) and a non-worked
bed of uniform angular stones (D50 = 20 mm), respectively.
The field and flume work cited above has provided valuable
insights into the role of surface roughness in affecting roughness
layer hydraulics but this has been based on data from a relatively
limited number of spatially distributed profiles, from vertical
planes or from experiments utilizing unnatural roughness. Moreover, relatively little of this work has focused explicitly on the
interfacial zone. In this work we examine interfacial flows
above naturally water-worked gravel beds, but with an emphasis
on capturing the spatial and temporal variability of hydraulic
properties within the interfacial volume. In a previous paper
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(Buffin-Bélanger et al., 2006), we examined the spatial heterogeneity and mean response of several flow properties within and
above the interfacial layer of a single water-lain gravel surface,
under three different discharges. In that paper we asked the question: ‘How do spatial and temporal parameters of the near bed
hydraulics field change as discharge increases over a particular
gravel bed?’ The near-bed region was defined as the interfacial
sublayer plus the form-induced sublayer (that is the entire roughness layer). We found that Reynolds number and local elevation
of the data-averaging layer were important controls on the mean
(time and space averaged) response and spatial heterogeneity
of flow properties including turbulent kinetic energy and
streamwise and vertical velocity. Like Mignot et al. (2009), who
examined near-boundary flows above random arrangements of
angular gravels, and Hardy et al. (2009, 2010), who examined
the near-bed flow region in a vertical plane above three gravel
surfaces of variable roughness, we found that maximum turbulence intensity occurred on the lee side of particle crests, where
shear layers bound separated flow and shed vortices (BuffinBélanger et al., 2006). We also observed that this layer of intense
turbulence was depressed toward the bed as discharge and Reynolds number increased, suggesting that lee-side separation zones
are flattened as the ambient flow strength increases.
This present work is concerned with a related but very
different question: ‘To what extent are the spatial and temporal
characteristics of flows within the interfacial sublayer affected
by the microtopography of the bed surface?’ This is a legitimate
question because it informs us about how near-bed flows of
importance for grain entrainment, benthic organisms and flow
resistance may vary between different gravel patches, facies, or
mesohabitats. Sambrook-Smith and Nicholas (2005) and Hardy
et al. (2009, 2010) have asked similar questions about how
systematic changes in surface microtopography and flow strength
affect near-bed flow properties and the generation of coherent
flow structures in depth-limited flows above gravel-bed surfaces.
We hypothesize that different gravel-bed microtopographies
generate measurable differences in hydraulic variables within
the roughness layer; specifically, differences in (1) the central
tendency and (2) the variance of spatial distributions. In the
absence of empirical or theoretical evidence to the contrary,
these hypotheses are legitimate points of departure. The hypotheses are tested by comparing interfacial flow characteristics
throughout the volume of the interfacial layers above each of
three water-lain gravel beds of contrasting roughness, where the
differences in roughness between the beds are sufficient to expect
an impact on integral flow characteristics in the boundary layer
as a whole. It is then possible to also comment on how the macroscopic roughness effect on boundary-layer flow characteristics
relate to the microtopographic effects of roughness in the interfacial layer. These analyses were repeated for three discharges to
examine whether and how the gross flow condition affects any
microtopographic impacts on interfacial flow. There are some
key differences with Buffin-Bélanger et al. (2006): (1) our earlier
paper considered three experiments (one microtopography, three
discharges), but here we present results for nine experiments
(three microtopographies, three discharges); and (2) only flows
within the interfacial layer (rather than the entire roughness layer)
are considered. The data used herein is mostly unreported (data
for two of the three gravel-bed facsimiles) but some of the data
is a subset (interfacial layer only) of that used to examine
discharge effects on the roughness layer above the third gravelbed facsimile in Buffin-Belanger et al. (2006).
A selection of hydraulic variables of specific interest is considered. A time-averaged flow parameter (mean streamwise velocity, u) and dynamic flow property (turbulent kinetic energy,
K) are examined because they provide basic information about
the flow that affects sediments and organisms found in the

interfacial layer. Standard measures of flow coherence or structure are also examined because they provide insight into how
the flow is organized through time within the interfacial layer.
We focus on quadrant and autocorrelation analysis of u
(streamwise) and v (vertical) time series to derive the proportion
of time within quadrants Q1 (outward interaction), Q2 (ejection), Q3 (inward interaction) and Q4 (sweep) and to determine
two measures of structural coherence (the u-series time scale TS
and the integral time scale ITS). In addition, we examine
whether any detected differences in these hydraulic measurements can be explained by two key contrasts in the characteristics that define the microtopographic roughness of the three
surfaces examined: specifically, differences in particle roundness and differences in surface elevation distributions.

Methods
Experimental surfaces
We used a casting procedure to produce accurate threedimensional facsimiles of three water-lain, fluvial gravel beds
(Buffin-Bélanger et al., 2003). Controlled observations above
such natural fabrics are difficult to achieve in the field and
become impracticable at high flows. Conversely, control of
flow properties is possible in laboratory flumes but the reproduction of natural fabrics for the cobble–gravel sizes we investigated requires greater transport rates than can be generated
routinely (cf. Cooper and Tait, 2009). Instead, many flume
experiments have utilized simulated gravel mixtures and idealized
roughness elements (Grass, 1971; Nowell and Church, 1979;
Robert et al., 1992; Kirkbride, 1993; Dancey et al., 2000), or have
tried to import or reconstruct natural bed configurations (Young,
1992; Buffin-Bélanger, 2001; Lawless and Robert, 2001b). The
casts used here are impermeable which means that there is no
exchange of water with the bed, as in a natural channel.
The casts each measured 2.0 by 1.0 m and were obtained
from texturally homogeneous gravel–cobble units on exposed
gravel bars in the River Lune, Lancashire, UK (cast 2) and the
River Manifold in Derbyshire, UK (casts 3 and 4). Note that cast
1 is not used in this paper, but we retain this nomenclature for
easy comparison with other published work. In our previous
paper (Buffin-Bélanger et al., 2006) we used cast 2. The three
surfaces were visually selected to represent differences in
roughness as a function of variations in particle size, surface
elevation distribution and roundness: specifically, casts 3 and
4 were selected for their similar roundness but distinctive elevation distributions, and casts 2 and 4 for their similar elevations
but distinctive roundness (further details below). On each cast,
a representative sub-area measuring 0.8 m in x (streamwise)
and 0.5 m in y (cross-stream) was selected for detailed investigation (Figure 1).
Digital elevation models of each sub-area were generated
with a grid resolution of 0.005 m by close-range digital photogrammetry (Chandler et al., 2003). Elevation data are similar
to those of gravel beds documented in the field with lognormal
distributions that are consistent with the six natural river gravels
described by Smart et al. (2002). Skewness values of the three
elevation distributions (0.6, 0.5, 1.3, respectively) are similar
to an average value reported by Nikora et al. (1998) for 77 field
profiles from eight gravel-bed rivers (0.5, standard deviation 0.5)
and notably different from the negative skewness values reported
for artificial, ‘unworked’ flume beds by Kirchner et al. (1990). The
scaling properties of variations in elevation across the cast are
also realistic. An omni-directional semivariogram for each subarea was constructed from the digital elevation data for lags less
than one-third of the diagonal distance across the measured area
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Figure 1. Orthophotographs and roughness characteristics of the detailed measurement areas on the three casts. Each image is of an area 0.8 m in
x (streamwise) and 0.5 m in y (cross-stream) and in each case flow would be from top to bottom: (A) cast 2 from the River Lune, England; (B) cast 3 and
(C) cast 4, both from the River Manifold, England. Cumulative grain size and surface elevations distributions (for heights measured relative to the
lowest point of the surface, zmin) are shown beneath the respective orthophotographs.

(< 0.31 m). In each case, the two-dimensional, streamwise
semivariogram was extracted, in which empirical semivariance
is calculated for all pairs of points in the streamwise direction at
all cross-stream positions. Log-log plots of semivariance against
lag share common diagnostic features (two linear facets with
typical slope values separated by breakpoints that approximate
the D50 grain size) with those reported for natural gravel beds
(Robert, 1988, 1990; Singsabaugh et al., 1991; Nikora et al.,
1998) and water worked beds in sediment-fed flume experiments
with small gravels (Cooper and Tait, 2009).
A grain size distribution for each patch was obtained, but to
preserve bed fabric, direct grain-size sampling of the prototype
cast area (in the field) was avoided. Instead, b-axis measurements were made from the finished casts using a 0.1 by 0.1 m
grid to collect a Wolman sample of approximately 170
measurements in each case. Despite the inability to manipulate
individual clasts we are confident that this method produced
reasonable grain size statistics. For cast 2, 11 paint-and-pick
grain-size samples were collected from the same homogeneous
gravel–cobble unit as the cast. When converted to grid-bynumber equivalents with the same lower truncation (4 mm),
these yield average D50, D84 and D95 values of 33, 68 and
97 mm, respectively. These compare very well with the values
obtained from the finished cast (37, 68 and 99 mm) and demonstrate that sampling from the finished casts yields acceptable
grain-size data.
The two casts from the River Manifold were collected within
a few km of each other and the constituent grains are similar in

shape and roundness. The relatively angular particles reflect
the immaturity of the carboniferous limestone bed material,
which is mainly derived from local cliffs and exposures in the
channel bed (Figure 1). However, the size characteristics of
the two casts are very different: cast 3 is less well sorted than
cast 4 (sD = (Ψ84–Ψ16)/2, where Ψ indicates a b-axis percentile
on the Psi scale, of 1.7 and 1.0, respectively) and contains
substantially larger grains, with a D84 of 100 mm compared
with 61 mm (Figure 1). There are corresponding differences in
bed elevation with cast 3 differentiated by a standard deviation
sh = 23 mm, that is almost twice that of cast 4 (sh = 12 mm),
and a median elevation (41 mm) that is 13 mm higher than on
cast 4 (Figure 1). In contrast, the elevation distributions of casts
2 (from the River Lune) and 4 are similar in terms of central
tendency and spread, with the same median (28 mm) and
standard deviation (12 mm). However, cast 2 is composed of
mature fluvial particles that are better rounded than those of
cast 4 (Figure 1). This is apparent in a visual classification
according to Krumbein’s (1941) scheme (Wadell roundness
values of 0.8 and 0.5 respectively) and also in mean values of
the Dobkins and Folk (1970) roundness index for samples of
100 cast particles: 0.34 and 0.28, respectively, a significant
difference (t-test, a = 0.05). The contrasts in roughness scale
(cast 3 versus 4) and surface smoothness (cast 2 versus 4) that
these surfaces exhibit provide a means of exploring the impact
(if any) of these two parameters on interfacial flows. Based on
two examples, this exploration cannot be exhaustive, but it is
nevertheless instructive.
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Flume setup and flow conditions
Each cast in turn was positioned in a 9.0 m long, 0.9 m wide, and
0.8 m deep flume with a fixed slope of 0.002. A rhomboidal
arrangement of concrete hemispheres (0.08 m diameter,
44 per square meter), placed along the first 6.0 m and the final
1.0 m of the bed, was used to establish a fully-turbulent boundary
layer. A cast was positioned between 6.0 and 8.0 m so that its
upstream and downstream edges were flush with the boards on
which the roughness hemispheres were mounted. The resulting
flows were steady, uniform, fully turbulent, and subcritical.
Measurements were made above each of the three casts at
three discharges (Q = 0.15, 0.20 and 0.26 m3 s-1) that were set
using pump speed and constrained by the abilities of the flume
in which the work was conducted. Corresponding flow depths
measured to the lowest point on each cast (H), Reynolds
numbers (Re), cross-sectional mean velocities (C) and relative
submergence (H/Δ where Δ = zmax – zmin is roughness height,
and zmax, zmin are the highest and lowest points on the boundary surface, respectively) are given in Table I. For each one of
these discharges, water depth (H) was contrived to be almost
identical, no matter which cast was present in the flume, by
making slight adjustments in the aperture of the undershot
tailgate weir. In this regard our experiments are similar to
those of Hardy et al. (2010) who kept flow depth constant
above the three surfaces they examined under two different
flow velocities. Here, H varied by only small amounts between
casts (maximums of 2, 4 and 5 mm or 0.35, 0.86 and 1.30% of
mean H for flows 1, 2, and 3 respectively). Differences in relative submergence (H/Δ) between casts under a given discharge
therefore reflect differences in cast roughness height, not water
depth (Table I). Observed differences in interfacial measurements between casts can therefore be securely assigned to
differences in microtopography, including its effect on relative
submergence. At the highest discharge (flow 3), water depths
were lowest, so H/Δ decreased as discharge increased above
each cast with average values of 6.8, 5.6 and 4.6 for flows 1,
2 and 3 respectively. The effect of changing discharge is therefore manifest as small differences in relative submergence as
well as in mean velocity and Reynolds number.
Although relative submergence differs between the nine
combinations of flow and cast, H/Δ values have a small range
with a mean of 5.7 and standard deviation of 1.3. This positions
these flows around the Type II – Type III boundary according to
the flow type classification of Nikora et al. (2001, 2004)
wherein Type IV flows have roughness elements that break
the water surface so the interfacial sublayer extends throughout
the flow (H/Δ < 1.0); Type III flows (1.0 < H/Δ  < 5.0) have a
form-induced sublayer that extends to the free surface; deeper,
Type II flows are characterised by the addition of a logarithmic

velocity layer as the roughness elements are drowned out
(H/Δ  > 5.0); and Type I flows are further differentiated
by the presence of an additional outer layer, at H > > Δ,
where viscous effects and form-induced fluxes are negligible. Variations in HΔ between the nine runs reported here
are of interest without being extreme and in all cases reflect
conditions in relatively shallow, upland gravel-bed rivers.

Hydraulic measurements
For each patch, the 0.8  0.5 m sub-area area was located
0.75 m from the upstream edge of the cast, ensuring that flow
in the near-bed region was conditioned by passage over the
gravel facsimile and not adversely affected by the transition
from hemisphere configuration to cast surface. Velocity time
series were sampled using an acoustic Doppler velocimeter
(ADV) deployed at 99 locations in an 11  9, x – y, grid with
spacing of 0.1 m and 0.05 m, respectively. At each location,
time series were collected at three local heights (0.008, 0.015,
0.030 m) yielding data for three convolute layers (layers a, b
and c respectively) that followed the local bed topography. The
chosen displacements of these layers ensured that the majority
of sampled points were below the highest bed elevations and
therefore within the interfacial layer between the grain roughness
troughs and crests. Data from any of layers a, b or c that were
collected above zmax, were excluded from the analysis reported
here. The total numbers of data measurement points within the
interfacial layer varied between casts and flow combinations,
because censoring of ADV data removed more data points from
the higher flows and because of differences in cast
microtopography, but in all cases the number of interfacial measurements is large, ranging from 231 to 287 locations (Table II).
At each measurement point, instantaneous velocities were
measured for the three orthogonal velocity components over
a period of 60 s at a sampling frequency of 25 Hz. This combination of sampling frequency and period constitutes an optimal
sampling scheme for the ADV (Buffin-Bélanger and Roy, 2005).
If used incautiously, ADV measurements are prone to errors
(Lane et al., 1998; Nikora and Goring, 1998; Finelli et al.,
1999; McLelland and Nicholas, 2000) and a rigorous validation
scheme was therefore adopted to filter spurious measurements
(Buffin-Belanger et al., 2006).
For each sampling location, mean streamwise velocity,
u (m s-1), and turbulent kinetic energy, K (J m-3), were extracted
from the velocity time-series, with K calculated as


K ¼ 0:5r uRMS 2 þ v RMS 2 þ w RMS 2

(1)

Table I. Flow characteristics. Q is measured discharge, Re is Reynolds number calculated using the median flow depth above the cast surface, C is
average cross-section velocity also estimated using median flow depth above the cast surface, H is maximum water depth (measured from the water
surface to the lowest trough on the cast surface) and Δ is roughness height (elevation difference between the lowest and highest points on the cast
surface zmax – zmin)
Flow 1
Cast

2
3 -1

Q (m s )
-1
C (m s )
Re
H (m)
Δ(m)
H/Δ

0.15
0.310
165508
0.566
0.070
8.1

3
0.15
0.318
165508
0.566
0.109
5.2

Flow 2
4
0.15
0.309
165508
0.568
0.080
7.1

2
0.20
0.511
220677
0.463
0.070
6.6

3
0.20
0.524
220677
0.465
0.109
4.3
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Flow 3
4

2

0.20
0.514
220677
0.461
0.080
5.8

0.26
0.814
286881
0.383
0.070
5.5

3
0.26
0.841
286881
0.385
0.109
3.5

4
0.26
0.802
286881
0.388
0.080
4.9
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Table II. Number of hydraulic measurement points below the level of cast high points (zmax) and therefore within the interfacial layer. Numbers
change between flows, despite a common sampling grid above each cast, because quality control of ADV data removed different points and
numbers of points at different flows. Numbers change between casts because of differences in microtopography
Flow 1
Cast
Number of interfacial time series

Flow 2

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

263

277

276

268

278

287

253

253

231

where RMS denotes the root-mean square of the velocity time
series, u, v and w refer to the streamwise, vertical and cross-stream
velocity components and r is water density (=1000 kg m-3).
Quadrant analysis was used to investigate the nature of flow
motions in the near- bed region and is based on the joint distribution of the velocity fluctuations u’ and v’ from the mean
streamwise and vertical components (Lu and Willmarth,
1973) : u’ = u – u and v’ = v –v, where u and v are instantaneous
velocities and u and v are mean velocities. Quadrants 2 and 4
have been associated with ejection- and sweep-like flow motions, respectively, and thence with sediment entrainment in
rivers (Drake et al., 1988; Nelson et al., 1995; Dey et al.,
2011; Keshavarzi et al., 2012). In this analysis, a magnitude
threshold or “hole” size of zero was selected when computing
the proportion of time spent in each quadrant. The Pearson correlation coefficient r was also computed to quantify the intensity
of the relationship between the velocity fluctuations u’ and v’.
Autocorrelation functions were computed for each u velocity
time series in order to document structural coherence. The time
scale (TS, s) and the integral time scale (ITS, s) extracted from
the autocorrelation function, represent a measure of the length
of time during which the velocity signals exhibit significant
positive autocorrelation and the area under the autocorrelation
curve, respectively. Both measures relate to the structural
coherence of the signal by giving information on the averaged
flow structure: TSu provides information about the duration,
while ITSu provides a measure of the duration weighted by
the correlation values. TSu and ITSu were computed from:
TSu ¼

t ¼T
X

1=f

(2)

r xx ðt Þdt

(3)

t¼0

Zt¼T

ITSu ¼

Flow 3

t¼0

where f is the sampling frequency, rxx(t) is the autocorrelation
coefficient between two u-series velocity measurements for a
time lag t and T is the time lag where rxx(t) is no longer significantly different from zero.

Statistical analysis
To investigate microtopographic effects on hydraulic parameters, the chosen approach was to statistically test for betweencast differences in the within-cast (that is, spatial) median and
variance of all variables extracted from the time series. This
was done for data lumped together from all measurement
layers (that is, for the whole interfacial data set). As a result,
small differences are identifiable because of the large number of measurements within each group. Medians, rather
than means, were compared between the three cases, using
non-parametric Kruskal–Wallis tests, because non-normality
was common in the data sets, including the spatial distributions of quadrant percentages (Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests,

263 < n < 277, a = 0.05), and variances were unequal. For
comparison of the spatial variability between the three casts,
the Levene test of variance was used. For the same reasons,
comparison of central tendency for casts 2 and 4 (difference in
particle roundness) and casts 3 and 4 (difference in elevation distribution) were completed using non-parametric Mann–Whitney
tests and Levene tests were used to compare spatial variances.
We investigated differences between pairs of casts (2 vs 4 and
3 vs 4) only in cases where the three-way comparison recorded
a significant result. Using this hypothesis-testing approach, the
emphasis is put on documenting subtle but significant differences
in the temporal and spatially averaged characteristics of
hydraulics within the interfacial layer.

Results
Time-averaged streamwise velocity 
u
Across the three casts, individual measurements of time-averaged
streamwise velocity u varied between 0.03 and 0.25 m s-1
(flow 1, Figure 2), –0.05 and 0.43 m s-1 (flow 2) and 0.11 and
0.76 m s-1 (flow 3). Within-cast (i.e. spatial) median values, u50
and the corresponding standard deviations su are presented in
Table III(a) for each cast. Within the interfacial layer u50 did not
vary significantly between casts for any of the three flows
(Table IV; Figure 3). However, there were strong between-cast
differences in the spatial variability of u across the three surfaces.
Levene tests revealed that interfacial layer variance su 2 was
significantly different between casts at all three flows (Table V).
This result was investigated further, by examining differences in
the variance of su 2 between casts 2 and 4, which have contrasting particle roundness characteristics, and between casts 3 and 4,
which differ in elevation distribution. There were significant
differences in variance between casts 3 and 4 at all flows, but
not between casts 2 and 4 at any flow (Table V). The spatial
variability of u was consistently highest above cast 3, which is
the surface with a broad range of elevations.

Turbulent kinetic energy
Across the three casts, K ranged between 0.2 and 3.2 J m-3
(flow 1), 0.53 and 8.71 J m-3 (flow 2) and 1.9 and 23.0 J m-3
(flow 3). Within-cast (spatial) median values, K50 and the
corresponding standard deviations, sK are presented in
Table III(a). Differences in cast microtopography had a strong
effect on median turbulent kinetic energy in the interfacial layer
with a significant between-cast difference in K50 under all three
flows (Table IV; Figure 4). Further comparisons of K50 between
pairs of casts found a significant difference between casts 2 and
4 (contrasting roundness) at flows 1 and 2, and between casts 3
and 4 (which differ in elevation distribution) at flow 3 (Table IV).
The impact of surface microtopography on the spatial variability of at-a-point TKE was also assessed. Levene tests revealed
that sK 2 was not significantly different between the three casts
at any flow (Table V).
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sizes, better sorted) exhibited a significantly greater proportion
of ejection and sweep-like events than the ‘rougher’ cast 3,
especially at flows 1 and 2. At flow 3 the magnitude of the
differences in mean time proportions between casts 3 and 4
were similar to those for flows 1 and 2 (Table III(b)), but the variance of those proportions was greater (Table III(b)) suggesting
that the lack of a significant result at the highest flow reflects
an increase in the variability of quadrant time proportions.
While the quadrant analysis provides time proportions, the
Pearson correlation coefficient (Table III(b)) provides a measure
of the intensity of the linear adjustment between u’ and v’ and
therefore reflects the consistency of the joint velocity fluctuations. Cast microtopography had an effect on this relation at
flows 1 and 2 with a significant between-cast difference in the
median values, r50 within the interfacial layer (Table IV). At
flow 3, there was no cast effect on r50. Further comparisons of
r50 between pairs of casts using Mann–Whitney found no
significant differences between casts 2 and 4, which differ in
particle roundness, but a significant difference at flows 1 and
2 between casts 3 and 4, which differ in elevation distribution
(Table IV). In particular, the coefficients for cast 4 were significantly greater than the coefficients for the rougher cast 3. These
results are consistent with the higher combined proportion of
time in Q2 and Q4 on cast 4 (at flows 1 and 2), reported above.
The spatial variance of at-a-point quadrant time percentages
and of r were not significantly different between casts (Table V)
but the observed variances did tend to increase as Re increased
(Table III(b)).

Integral time scale
Figure 2. Scatter plot of mean streamwise velocity measurements u in
the interfacial layer above casts 2, 3 and 4 under flow 1 (Re = 165508).
A common colour scale is used in which the darkest blue represents
-1
u = 0 m s white represents median velocities in the range 0.135 < u
-1
< 0.145 m s and the deepest red represents velocities at the observed
-1
maximum of 0.250 m s . Negative velocities appear as green. Blue
data points therefore represent below median values and pinks and
reds represent above median values.

Quadrant analysis
Across the three casts and flows, the median percentage of time
within each quadrant (Q150, Q250, Q350 and Q450) averaged
16.2, 33.6, 17.3 and 32.5%, respectively, and the spatial variance of these proportions across each surface (i.e. between
individual locations) was typically 3 to 5% (Figure 5; Table III(b)).
It is clear from Figure 5 that differences in quadrant proportions
between casts are small at any given flow. Ejection (Q2) and
sweep (Q4) events dominate within the interfacial layers above
each surface at all three flows, with Q2 having slightly higher proportions in every case
Comparing median time percentages between casts reveals
that despite the apparent similarity of the quadrant time distributions, cast microtopography does have a significant effect.
This is especially true at flows 1 and 2: Q150, Q250, and Q350
were significantly different between casts at both flows and
Q450 was different at flow 2 (Table IV). At flow 3, only the
proportion of time in Q2 showed a difference between casts.
Additional comparisons of Q150, Q250, Q350 and Q450
between pairs of casts revealed almost no significant differences between casts 2 and 4, which differ in particle roundness, but significant differences for most quadrant time
proportions between casts 3 and 4, especially at flows 1 and
2. The surface with less elevation range cast 4 (smaller grain

Across the three casts and flows, the median values for withincast time scale and integral time scale estimates ranged from
0.6 to 1.8 s and from 0.19 to 0.50 s, respectively (Table III(c)).
The microtopography of the casts influenced the streamwise
coherence of the signal at all three flows, with significant differences in both ITSu50 and TSu50 between the casts (Table IV).
Paired tests revealed that these results originated primarily from
differences between casts 3 and 4 (Table IV), with significantly
less coherency and shorter periods of coherent flow above the
surface that has a greater elevation range (cast 3; Table III(c)).
Surface microtopography had a significant effect on the
spatial variability of ITSu and TSu at flow 3, but not at flow 1
(Table V). Paired Levene tests suggest that the difference in
s 2ITSu and s 2TSu at flow 3 is due to differences between casts
2 and 4 (Table V), with greater spatial variability in structure
duration and coherence above the rounded surface of cast 2
and less above the angular surface of cast 4 (Table III(c)).

Discussion
The results of the statistical hypothesis testing can be summarized
as follows: (1) differences in grain-scale bed microtopography
had no effect on the spatial median of the streamwise mean
velocities, u50, within the interfacial layer, but the spatial variance
of u was strongly dependent on microtopography; in contrast, (2)
differences in grain-scale microtopography did significantly
affect median turbulent kinetic energy, K50, but did not affect
the spatial variance of K. (3) These results were consistent across
all three flows; that is interfacial, mean streamwise velocity and
TKE characteristics responded (or not) to microtopographic differences in the same way, irrespective of flow strength. Analyses of
flow structures within the interfacial layer indicated that: (4)
although sweep and ejection events dominated the interfacial
region above all surfaces there was a microtopography effect
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Spatial statistics (mean < >, median and standard deviation) within the interfacial layer above each surface for each flow
Flow 1

Cast

2

Flow 2

3

4

-1

2

(a) Streamwise velocity u (m s ) (temporal averages over 60 s at
-1
0.135
0.125
0.133
<ū > (m s )
-1
0.145
0.126
0.140
ū50 (m s )
-1
sū (m s )
0.056
0.059
0.050
-3
<K > (J m )
1.427
1.318
1.289
-3
K50 (J m )
1.412
1.313
1.264
-3
sK (J m )
0.463
0.396
0.450

3

Flow 3
4

2
-3

25 Hz) and turbulent kinetic energy K (J m
0.213
0.211
0.223
0.226
0.217
0.233
0.078
0.101
0.075
3.029
3.261
3.229
2.957
3.192
3.081
0.888
0.924
1.126

3

)
0.403
0.426
0.132
8.858
8.297
2.499

(b) Proportion of time within each quadrant (%) and the Pearson correlation coefficient of u’v’ (60 s time series at 25 Hz)
16.2
17.4
16.5
16.0
16.5
15.5
15.9
Q150 (%)
Q250 (%)
33.9
32.7
33.5
34.3
32.8
33.9
34.2
Q350 (%)
17.5
18.0
17.3
17.1
17.8
16.8
16.9
32.0
31.7
32.5
32.6
32.1
33.4
32.8
Q450 (%)
sQ1 (%)
3.8
3.3
3.4
4.2
3.9
3.7
4.4
sQ2 (%)
3.8
3.2
3.4
4.1
3.7
3.9
4.2
3.3
2.9
3.3
3.8
3.3
3.7
3.9
sQ3 (%)
sQ4 (%)
3.5
3.3
3.7
4.1
3.9
3.8
4.4
0.461
0.418
0.463
0.476
0.440
0.485
0.487
r50
0.177
0.151
0.158
0.204
0.179
0.184
0.200
sr

4

0.386
0.404
0.179
9.328
9.059
2.646

0.402
0.413
0.129
8.810
8.327
2.649

16.5
33.0
17.3
33.1
3.9
3.6
3.4
4.1
0.461
0.171

15.7
34.1
16.7
32.7
4.9
5.1
5.0
5.2
0.494
0.235

(c) Time scale and integral time scale from the autocorrelation function for the streamwise velocity components (in seconds)
<TSu > (s)
1.8
1.7
2.1
1.2
1.1
1.3
1.2
0.9
1.5
1.4
1.8
1.0
1.0
1.1
0.8
0.6
TSu50 (s)
s TSu (s)
1.1
1.1
1.3
0.8
0.7
0.9
1.3
0.8
<ITSu > (s)
0.51
0.46
0.54
0.34
0.30
0.35
0.27
0.22
ITSu50 (s)
0.47
0.42
0.50
0.32
0.29
0.33
0.21
0.19
0.22
0.20
0.25
0.15
0.11
0.15
0.19
0.11
s ITSu (s)

1.1
0.8
0.9
0.25
0.22
0.13

-1

-3

Table IV. For each flow, comparison of spatially averaged (median) (i) streamwise velocity u50 (m s ) (ii) turbulent kinetic energy K50 (J m ),
(iii)–(vi) percentage of time in u’v’ quadrants Q150, Q250, Q350, and Q450 (vii) u’v’ correlation coefficient r50, (viii) streamwise integral time
scale ITSu50, and (ix) time scale TSu50 between casts 2 3 and 4 and between pairs of casts (in cases where the three-way comparison
indicates a significant effect): 3 vs 4 for differences in elevation distribution; 2 vs 4 for differences in particle roundness. K-W indicates
Kruskall–Wallace test and M-W is Mann–Whitney test
K-W P-value All casts
Flow
u50
K50
Q150
Q250
Q350
Q450
r50
ITSu50
TSu50

1
0.090
<0.001*
<0.001*
<0.001*
0.007*
0.058
0.001*
<0.001*
<0.001*

2
0.441
0.003*
0.004*
<0.001*
0.002*
0.006*
0.005*
<0.001*
0.001*

M-W P-value 3 vs 4
3
0.752
0.011*
0.245
0.008*
0.587
0.879
0.482
0.001*
0.003*

1
-0.169
<0.001*
<0.001*
0.002*
-<0.001*
<0.001*
<0.001*

2
-0.124
0.001*
<0.001*
0.001*
0.003*
0.002*
<0.001*
<0.001*

M-W P-value 2 vs 4
3
-0.009*
-0.016*
---0.001*
0.003*

1
-<0.001*
0.812
0.394
0.316
-0.540
0.094
0.002*

2
-0.048*
0.492
0.562
0.211
0.015*
0.183
0.078
0.141

3
-0.885
-0.618
---0.560
0.990

*Significant difference at a = 0.05.

on quadrant time proportions – specifically slightly (but significantly) lower proportions of ejection and sweep (Q2 and Q4)
events above the surface of cast 3, which has the greatest
elevation range; that (5) this effect weakened as flow increased,
primarily because of an increase in the spatial variability of quadrant time proportions at higher flows; consistent with this, (6)
there were significant differences in the strength of Pearson correlations of u’v’ between casts which differed in their elevation
distributions, but only at flows 1 and 2, so again the topographic
effect on r weakened as flow increased; (7) at all flows,
microtopography affected the time coherency of flow structures
in the interfacial layer (TSu50 and ITSu50) with differences in elevation distribution (between casts 3 and 4) particularly important;

and finally (8) microtopography had no effect on the spatial
variability of any of the flow structure parameters examined,
except for s 2ITSu and s 2TSu at the highest flow.

No measureable impact of microtopography on u50
The absence of a measureable difference in interfacial u50
between casts at all three flows suggests that the ‘average’
interfacial flow velocity may be relatively insensitive to
microtopographic roughness across the range of Reynolds
numbers examined. This is consistent with field observations
of boundary layer flows (Lamarre and Roy, 2005; Legleiter
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Figure 3. Between-cast variations in time-averaged streamwise veloc-1
ity ū (m s ) for the interfacial layer at flows 1 (left panel), 2 (middle
panel) and 3 (right panel). In each panel, box plots are for 263, 277,
and 276 spatially distributed time series (each 60 s at 25 Hz) on casts
2, 3 and 4, respectively. Box plots show 5th and 95th percentiles as
whiskers, 25th and 75th percentiles as box ends, the median (ū50) as
a solid line and the mean as an open circle.

Figure 4. Between-cast variations in turbulent kinetic energy K (J m )
for the interfacial layer at flows 1 (left panel), 2 (middle panel) and 3
(right panel). In each panel, box plots are for 263, 277 and 276 spatially
distributed time series (each 60 s at 25 Hz) on casts 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Box plots show 5th and 95th percentiles as whiskers, 25th and
75th percentiles as box ends, the median (K50) as a solid line, and the
mean as an open circle.

et al., 2007) and laboratory measurements of near-bed flows
(Cooper and Tait, 2008), which found that flow depth (relative
submergence) was a greater control on streamwise velocities
than local microtopography. In contrast, Sambrook Smith and
Nicholas (2005) reported a net increase in mean downstream
velocity as bed roughness was smoothed out by infilling
troughs, but bearing in mind the two-dimensional nature of
the surface they examined, their detailed results support our
general observation that interfacial velocities are relatively
insensitive to microtopographic change. In particular, the
increase in streamwise velocity they observed was not spatially
uniform and 43% of 280 vertical profiles extracted from their
PIV measurements did not change as roughness was reduced
(Sambrook Smith and Nicholas, 2005). Only where smoothing
almost eliminated topographic variability did the streamwise
velocity close to the boundary increase (their Figures 3 and 5)
and they observed that positions where infilling had this effect
were restricted to locations where smoothing doubled the
distance between protruding roughness elements. This highlights the importance of the spacing of key roughness elements

as well as their effective height for determining interfacial flow
conditions (Nowell and Church, 1979). Hardy et al. (2010)
noted that smoothing of bed roughness led to a reduction in
the magnitude of negative velocities in flow separation zones
downstream of protruding elements, but also a growth in the
spatial extent of persistent recirculations because of the greater
available space for uninterrupted structures to develop. The net
effect of smoothing on the spatially averaged interfacial
velocity must therefore reflect the spacing and density of key
roughness elements, which will also be important controls on
the acceleration of flow within preferential flow paths.
Papanicolaou et al. (2001) suggest that time-averaged flow
characteristics are inadequate for describing the effects of
roughness on flow above the roughness tops and our result
extends their assertion to include flow in the interfacial layer.
The lack of difference between casts 3 and 4 is of particular
interest because the surface elevation distributions of casts 3
and 4 have substantially different standard deviations (sh = 23
and 12 mm, respectively) and it has been suggested that sh is
a hydraulically meaningful measure of bed roughness, at least

-3

2

Table V. For each flow, comparison of spatial variance of (i) streamwise velocity su 2 and (ii) turbulent kinetic energy sK , (iii)–(vi) percentage of
2
2
2
2
2
2
time in u’v’ quadrants sQ1 , sQ2 , sQ3 and sQ4 , (vii) u’v’ correlation coefficient sr , (viii) streamwise integral time scale s ITSu , and (ix) time
2
scale s TSu between all casts and between pairs of casts (in cases where the three-way comparison indicates a significant effect): 3 vs 4 for
differences in elevation distribution; 2 vs 4 for differences in particle roundness
Levene P-value All casts
Flow
su 2
2
sK
2
sQ1
2
sQ2
2
sQ3
2
sQ4
2
sr
2
s ITSu
2
s TSu

1
0.007*
0.224
0.170
0.138
0.558
0.814
0.323
0.099
0.122

2
<0.001*
0.145
0.066
0.757
0.606
0.239
0.132
0.035*
0.140

Levene P-value 3 vs 4
3
<0.001*
0.457
0.879
0.367
0.622
0.804
0.816
0.001*
0.001*

1
0.001*
---------

2
<0.001*
------0.056
--

Levene P-value 2 vs 4
3
<0.001*
------0.123
0.245

1
0.072
---------

2
0.690
------0.526
--

3
0.664
------0.023*
0.020*

*Significant difference at a = 0.05.
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Figure 5. Between-cast comparison of interfacial layer quadrant analysis. Percentage of time observations of the velocity fluctuations u0 and v0 were
observed in each quadrant: (a) Q2; (b) Q1; (c) Q3; (d) Q4. In each figure, the left panel is flow 1, middle panel is flow 2 and right panel is flow 3. Box
plots are for 263, 277 and 276 spatially distributed time series (each 60 s at 25 Hz) on casts 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Box plots show 5th and 95th
percentiles as whiskers, 25th and 75th percentiles as box ends, the median as a solid line, and the mean as an open circle.

for the main body of the flow (Smart et al., 2002; Aberle and
Smart, 2003). This result suggests that differences in sh do not
necessarily translate into differences in interfacial flow characteristics. In turn, it emphasizes the need for continued work to
develop measures of surface character and structure that reflect
differences in near-bed flow properties (cf. Lane, 2005).

water depth (m), z is a roughness height (m), g = 9.81 is the
gravitational acceleration and S is water-surface slope. The roughness height is typically set to some multiple of D50 or D84 and
Ferguson (2007) found z = 4D84 to work well for a wide range of
gravel-bed rivers characterized by relatively low submergence. It
follows from Equation (4) that the absolute difference in estimated
velocity for two bed surfaces with different D84, is

Interfacial and boundary layer velocities

C ’f  C’c ¼ 2:5ðgdS Þ0:5 In

Given the lack of between-cast differences in spatially and
temporally averaged interfacial streamwise velocity, it is pertinent
to ask whether the apparent differences in cast microtopography
are significant in a general context. In particular, it is useful to ask
whether the roughness differences between casts might be
expected to produce a difference in integral flow properties for
the whole boundary layer and specifically, the average crosssection flow velocity estimated using a standard flow resistance
equation. If not, then it might be unsurprising to find limited differences in interfacial hydraulics.
A widely utilized resistance formula is one based on
Keulegan’s integration of the logarithmic law of the wall, such as:

C’ ¼

 
1
ad
In
ðgdS Þ0:5
k
z

(4)

where C’ is predicted mean velocity (m s-1), k  0.4 is the von
Karman constant, a =12.2 is a cross-sectional-shape factor, d is



D 84c
D84f

(5)

where subscript c refers to the coarser-grained surface and
subscript f to the finer-grained surface. C’f – C’c is therefore directly
proportional to slope and depth, and also increases with the ratio
D84c/D84f. For casts 3 and 4, where D84c/D84f = 100/61 mm = 1.64,
Figure 6 shows differences in estimated velocity for
0.001 ≤ S ≤ 0.03 and 0.20 ≤ d ≤ 1.0 m, which are sensible
ranges for upland gravel-bed rivers. Velocity differences range
from less than 0.10 m s-1 up to 0.6 m s-1 and, for our flume setup
(d  0.45 m and S = 0.002), the estimated difference in mean
velocity is approximately 0.12 m s-1.
These absolute differences are not trivial and suggest that the
differences between casts are significant in a traditional sense;
that is, one would expect the change in texture to have an
impact on measured velocity in the boundary layer under a
range of reasonable flow conditions. In other words, it would
be imprudent to ignore microtopographic differences such as
these if one were estimating average cross-section velocity
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Figure 6. Absolute differences in velocity (m s ) estimated using a
Keulegan-type approach for surfaces of different D84. Differences are
estimated for ranges of slope and depth values that are reasonable for
gravel-bed rivers using, as an example, the difference in D84 between
casts 3 and cast 4.

using a flow resistance equation. This is interesting when set
against the finding reported here, that temporally and spatially
averaged velocity within the interfacial layer is not significantly
affected by these differences in surface microtopography. The
comparison suggests that differences in grain roughness sufficient to affect boundary layer flow properties do not necessarily
affect mean interfacial velocities.

Gravel-bed microtopography affects su 2
At all three flows, the spatial variance of u was greatest in the
interfacial layer above cast 3, was lower for cast 2 and was lower
again for cast 4 (Table III(a)), with significant differences in su 2
between casts 3 and 4 in each case (Table V). To further understand the observed significant difference, three-dimensional
visualization modelling of the flow parameters was undertaken.
An inverse-distance gridding algorithm, with anisotropic search
parameters to reflect differences in the orthogonal spacing of data
points, was used to interpolate three-dimensional models of u
(and K) on a 50 by 50 by 50 lattice. Figure 7 shows partly opaque
visualizations of three-dimensional renderings of u above each
cast under flow 1 (Re = 165508). Red shades indicate velocities
that are above the median (for the flow across all casts), blues
indicate below median values and white corresponds to values
close to the median. Consistent with the above results, the range
and patchiness of shades is greatest above cast 3, less for cast 2
and least for cast 4. Difference in the vertical variability, apparent
in the side-on views, are striking: above cast 4 there is a spatially
consistent increase in velocity through the depth of the interfacial
layer, whereas, above cast 3, and to a lesser extent above cast 2,
vertical velocity profiles are less consistent with strong spatial
heterogeneity. This is most apparent where flow is accelerated
over the cobble-sized clast that cuts the left-hand edge of the
measurement area. These images suggest that variance is highest
above cast 3 because of the wide distribution of surface elevation
with high relief elements generating strong planar velocity gradients (and therefore spatial patchiness) that extend through the full
depth of the interfacial layer. This is in contrast to the less rugged
surfaces (lower elevation variance), especially cast 4, where there
are fewer high-relief elements, there is less blocking, acceleration
and recirculation associated with large protuberances and a more
consistent pattern of vertical variation throughout the whole
layer. Elevation distribution therefore helps to explain the
observed difference in velocity variance between the surfaces.

Figure 7. Semi-opaque visualization of interpolated streamwise
velocity, u, under flow 1 (Re = 165508) over the three casts in both a
perspective view (left-hand column) and looking in from the left-hand
edge of the flow measurement volume (right-hand column). Flow is
from top right to bottom left and from right to left, respectively. Red
shades indicate velocities that are above the median (for the entire data
set), blues indicate below median values and white corresponds to
values close to the median.

These visualizations are consistent with planar visualizations of
velocity variations extracted from numerical models of nearbed flows (Hardy et al., 2007) and, although they do not
comment on it directly, these results are also consistent with data
presented by Sambrook Smith and Nicholas (2005) and Hardy
et al. (2010) in which increased microtopographic relief is
associated with greater spatial variability of interfacial velocities
(their Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively).

Gravel-bed microtopography affects K50
Pair-wise comparisons designed to investigate the impact of
elevation distribution and particle roundness on observed
hydraulics, suggest that the significant between-cast differences
in median turbulent kinetic energy values K50 under all three
flows, could have been driven by different microtopographic
factors, depending on the flow Reynolds number (Figure 4,
Table III(a)). Significant differences in K50 between casts 2 and
4, at flows 1 and 2, were not observed at flow 3, while a significant difference between casts 3 and 4 at flow 3, was not
repeated at flows 1 and 2. This implies that particle roundness
had an effect at lower Reynolds numbers but that elevation distribution had an effect only at the highest Reynolds number.
However, examination of Figure 8 suggests that the difference in particle roundness is not the only relevant distinction
between casts 2 and 4. Despite the similarity in elevation
statistics (e.g. identical median elevations and sh), the high
elevations on cast 4 are associated with a single coarse cluster
in the centre right of the patch. This is in contrast to cast 2,
where the upper tail of the elevation distribution is associated
with a larger number of spatially distributed clasts. Previous
observations of near-bed turbulence have found that maximum
values of K or other measures of turbulence intensity are
associated with shedding vortices downstream of large roughness elements (Nowell and Church, 1979; Buffin-Belanger
et al., 2006; Mignot et al., 2009; Hardy et al., 2009). In the case
of cast 2, the spatial distribution of these roughness elements
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Gravel-bed microtopography affects coherent flow
structures

Figure 8. Semi-opaque visualisation of interpolated turbulent kinetic
energy, K, under flow 1 (Re = 165508) over the three casts in both a
perspective view (left-hand column) and looking in from the left-hand
edge of the flow measurement volume (right-hand column). Flow is
from top right to bottom left and from right to left, respectively. Red
shades indicate turbulent kinetic energies that are above the median
(for the entire data set), blues indicate below median values and white
corresponds to values close to the median.

ensures widespread generation of such vortices and a high
average value of K50 in the interfacial layer. In contrast, the
single large protuberance on cast 4 has a local effect that does
not unduly weight K50 (Figure 8).
The difference in K50 between casts 2 and 4 at flows 1 and 2
may not, therefore, be due to a difference in clast roundness but
seems more likely to reflect a difference in the spatial arrangement and density of protruding roughness elements. Following
Morris’s (1955) flow typonomy, Nowell and Church (1979)
found maximum turbulence intensity was associated with
wake-interaction flows produced by moderate densities of
distributed roughness elements. In contrast with the isolated
roughness of cast 4, cast 2 is characterized by such a moderate
distribution of roughness elements. At flow 3 it is apparent that
this distinction becomes less important and instead the difference in elevations between casts 3 and 4 has an effect, with
significantly higher median turbulence intensity above the surface of greater relief (cast 3). That the roughness density effect
on TKE diminishes with flow is consistent with Hardy et al.’s
(2009) observation that as Reynolds number increased, wake
zones of vortex shedding and intense shear above protruding
elements lengthened and merged to form a unified region of
heightened turbulence in which microtopographic effects
became unimportant. Hardy et al. (2010) observed that
increasing relief had a similar impact, raising overall levels
of turbulence intensity because of the presence of larger
patches of more intense vortex shedding. Sambrook Smith
and Nicholas (2005) also found higher levels of turbulence
above rougher surfaces. These observations provide a possible explanation for the apparent importance of elevation
difference at flow 3 in our experiments, suggesting that
under the high flow, when the flow was arguably relatively
insensitive to roughness element distribution, the elevation
differences across cast 3 (compared with those of cast 4) were
nevertheless sufficient to generate intense flow separation and
produce high values of TKE.

Coherent flow structures were documented using classic quadrant analysis, the Pearson correlation coefficient and the time
scales extracted from the autocorrelation function for the
streamwise velocity component. For all of these parameters,
under two of the three flows, small but significant differences
were observed between casts.
For all casts and flows, Q2 and Q4 events dominate the time
series, with the proportion of time for Q2 slightly higher than
Q4. Ejection- and sweep-like events therefore prevail in the
interfacial layer irrespective of Re, consistent with numerous
earlier observations for near-bed flows above gravelly surfaces
(Nelson et al., 1995; Buffin-Belanger and Roy, 1998; Sambrook
Smith and Nicholas, 2005; Hardy et al., 2009). Higher proportions of time in Q2 suggest a dominance of slower, upward
ejections, which is in contrast to Sarkar and Dey (2010) and
Hardy et al. (2010) who found that Q4 sweep events contributed most to interfacial Reynolds stresses in the near-bed
region. However, in both cases a threshold (‘hole’) value was
used to exclude relatively low magnitude events, so their
results imply that of the relatively high magnitude events,
sweeps prevail. Combined with our data, which were analysed
without applying a threshold, this suggests that Q2 events are
more frequent but less intense than Q4 within the interfacial
layer. This is consistent with the analysis of Sambrook Smith
and Nicholas (2005) who found that below the roughness tops
of their surfaces, Q2 events dominated over Q4 events overall,
but that when a threshold was applied, Q4 events dominated.
Flow structure parameters were affected by microtopography,
with small but significant differences between casts 3 and 4:
specifically, there were fewer Q2 and Q4 events and weaker
u’v’ correlations above cast 3 (Table IV). Recall that cast 3 has a
greater roughness height compared with casts 2 and 4 (41 versus
28 mm) and a larger spread of elevations (sh = 23 versus 12 mm).
This microtopographic effect was dependent on flow – the
proportion of time in Q2 was significantly less above cast 3 under
all flows, but the other quadrants did not show between-cast
differences at flow 3 when Re was highest (Table IV). This result
suggests that turbulent flows within the interfacial layer were
more highly structured (there was a slightly larger proportion of
ejection and sweep events) for surfaces with smaller, less variable
roughness heights but that this effect weakened (quadrant
distributions became more homogeneous) at the highest
Re (= 286881) such that only ejection events showed a significant difference caused by roughness. Working at lower Re
(13000 to 25000) and using a threshold value, Hardy et al.
(2010) noted that a band of intense Q2 activity, which was
apparent above each of their surfaces, moved closer to the
bed as surface roughness decreased. This is consistent with
our observation that Q2 events were more prolific in the interfacial layer over the less rough surfaces. Our results contrast
with those of Sambrook Smith and Nicholas (2005) who
observed a reduction in high magnitude (above threshold)
Q2 and Q4 events, as roughness declined and concluded that
for smoother beds, high magnitude quadrant time proportions
become more homogeneous. This contrast almost certainly
reflects the fact that we did not apply a magnitude filter and
suggests that while high magnitude quadrant events may decline
in dominance with a reduction in microtopographic relief, the
distribution of all events becomes more homogeneous as
microtopographic relief increases.
TSu50 and ITSu50 were significantly smaller above the rough
surface of cast 3 under all three flows (Tables III(c) and IV),
which indicates that structures have a shorter duration and that
there is more important flow mixing above the roughest
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surface. In addition, the values of TSu50 and ITSu50 approximately halve as Re increases from 165508 to 286881, between
flows 1 and 3. This reveals that the flow structures are of shorter
duration and that mixing increases as Re increases. These
observations are consistent with those above, implying that
flow structures are better defined above the less rough surfaces
and that they become less persistent at the highest Reynolds
number we examined.
In sum, the measured impacts of microtopography on flow
structure parameters suggest that more complex microtopography
hinders the formation, but more so the development, of coherent
flow structures in the interfacial layer and, although this appears
to be true across a wide range of Re, in very turbulent flows structures become less persistent and the microtopographic effect is
less important. Thus, the velocity signature tends towards a more
homogeneous quadrant distribution for the flow over the roughest surface (cast 3), where the proportions of Q2 and Q4 events
are lowest, the proportions of Q1 and Q3 events are highest,
the u’v’ correlation coefficients are the weakest and structure
durations are the shortest, especially under the highest Re flow.
A general conclusion is that where roughness heights are more
diverse and where Re is large, flow structures (undifferentiated
by magnitude) are on average likely to be slightly (but
significantly) less clearly defined and less persistent within the
interfacial layer. This may be because there is a greater chance
that a structure initiated in the lee of one protruding element is
disrupted by another protrusion or by advecting eddies before it
can evolve in size and intensity. An important caveat here is that
the relative roughness value for cast 3 is consistently the lowest
among the three casts for each flow and that H/Δ declined with
Re in our experiments (Table I). Although H/Δ values indicate
that flow types were similar according to Nikora et al.’s (2001,
2004) classification, a legitimate possibility is that the significant
differences we have noted between casts 3 and 4 are affected
by differences in average submergence.

Conclusions
Our results are broadly consistent with those of previous examinations of roughness effects in depth-limited flows, although
the analysis presented here is unique in terms of the focus on
interfacial hydraulics, spatially averaged ‘patch scale’ metrics
and a statistical approach to data analysis. The three surfaces
that we examined do not, of course, constitute a comprehensive representation of those that occur in nature. We cannot
therefore, say very much about the universality of our findings;
that is, we cannot provide a general argument about the range
of roughness and flow conditions across which our results can
be assumed to hold. However, the three surfaces examined are
characteristic of natural gravel-bed river textures and the ranges
of Re and relative submergence are representative of depthlimited flows in upland gravel-bed rivers. For each surface
and flow, hydraulic data collection was intensive, yielding a
very good appreciation of the spatial and temporal variability
of flow parameters within the respective interfacial layers. In
this context, the following conclusions are possible:
1. For relative submergence values between 3.5 and 8.1, grainscale bed microtopography affected different flow properties
within the interfacial layer in contrasting ways. Differences
in surface roughness were associated with significant differences in the spatial variance of time-averaged streamwise
velocity su 2 , but did not affect spatially averaged (median)
values of u. In contrast, most spatially averaged turbulence
parameters within the interfacial layer, including median
turbulent kinetic energy K, and median values for several

structure parameters (Q1 to Q4, r, TSu, ITSu) varied significantly between surfaces but, in most cases, their spatial variance was consistent across the different surfaces (compare
Tables IV and V). In line with Papanicolaou et al.’s (2001)
demonstration that in the outer zone turbulent properties are
more sensitive to roughness than time-averaged flow properties, our results suggest that within the interfacial layer,
spatially averaged turbulence properties are sensitive to patch
roughness but spatially averaged mean velocity is not.
2. Whether or not microtopography had an effect on interfacial streamwise velocity and turbulence intensity (TKE)
was independent of flow Reynolds number, but the impacts
of microtopography on flow structure parameters showed
some flow dependency, with a reduction in the effect of
roughness at very high Re. This result is tentative because
although relative roughness values are similar across all
experiments, there is a shift toward lower submergence
under the highest flow and increased depth limitation may
be an uncontrolled factor.
3. From comparisons between pairs of surfaces that differ in
particle roundness and elevation distribution there is some
evidence that gravel-bed surfaces of higher, more variable
relief generate greater spatial variability in interfacial
streamwise velocity and generate less clearly defined, less
persistent flow structures in the interfacial layer. However,
some caution is required here, because the comparisons
were made between natural water-lain surfaces where
differences in grain roughness might reside in factors other
than particle roundness and elevation distribution, for
example, in differences in packing arrangements, in bedform
occurrence, or simply in the random arrangement of grains
and the microtopographic particularities of these specific
surfaces. Indeed, it seems likely that the arrangement of large
roughness elements rather than particle roundness is a relevant factor for explaining observed differences in turbulence
intensity between casts 2 and 4. The comparisons made here
cannot be viewed as a definitive test of particle roundness and
microtopographic elevation effects, but they have generated
new hypotheses that are worthy of further investigation.
A potentially important implication of our observations for
hydraulic, sediment transport and ecological modelling across
patchy gravel substrates is that for relative submergence values
between approximately 3 and 8, differences in surface
microtopography do not necessarily produce differences in
patch-scale spatial statistics (median, variance) within the interfacial layer. The result for median streamwise velocity is particularly interesting: water-lain gravel beds that are of distinctive
appearance, characterized by different roughness parameters
and with different boundary-layer flow properties for a given
discharge, do not necessarily generate detectable differences
in streamwise velocity within the interfacial layer. This implies
that there is not a simple relation between boundary-layer and
interfacial-layer flow properties. Therefore, it is not possible to
look at two different sediment patches in a gravel-bed river
and assume that the interfacial layer hydraulics within those
two patches are different (Jowett, 2003). This is important,
because interfacial-layer flows dominate the lives of benthic
fauna and are central to sediment transport processes. In the
absence of direct interfacial measurements, differences in
near-bed flow properties are often assumed to exist between
contrasting textural patches and implications might then be
drawn about how imagined differences in near-bed hydraulics
affect substrate ecology or bed sediment movement. For example, it might be supposed that a coarser substrate offers greater
hydraulic refuge for benthic fauna because of lower average
velocities, but the results herein suggest that such an assumption
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may be misplaced. A related problem is that, because interfacial
flows are seldom measured in the field, it is sometimes assumed
that relations exist between flow properties measured above the
bed and those at the bed. Our results suggest that the use of
boundary layer flow measurements as surrogates for benthic,
interfacial layer information, is highly problematic.
Finally, our observations highlight the need for better parameterization and understanding of grain-scale roughness and flow
resistance in gravel-bed rivers. Although several results hint at
what aspects of the surface microtopography are actually important for controlling interfacial flow characteristics, understanding
of the relevant contributions of elevation distribution, particle
roundness, and roughness element density and arrangement
remain poorly constrained. Systematic examination of hydraulics
across gradients of these microtopographic variables in flume
experiments (Sambrook Smith and Nicholas, 2005; Canavaro
et al., 2007; Hardy et al., 2010) and using numerical simulations
may be valuable. However, notwithstanding numerous recent
advances (Hodge et al., 2009; Large and Heritage, 2012;
Bertoldi et al., 2012) there is also a continued (cf. Lane, 2005)
and parallel need to develop better means of routinely acquiring
patch-scale DEMs or other surface representations, from which
suitable roughness parameterizations are extracted. For example,
although there are some exciting recent developments
(Papanicolaou et al., 2012) there is no standard, accepted means
of identifying and codifying ‘large roughness elements’ within the
microtopographic confusion that characterizes gravel-bed
sediment textures, or of describing their arrangement and
distribution. This is despite widespread acknowledgment (Morris,
1955, et seq.) supported by plenty of experimental evidence
that such roughness elements are important for understanding
depth-limited flows and the extraction of energy from flowing
water in gravel-bed rivers.
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